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I hate being serious, so I’m going to give up even the merest pretense of doing
so. Serious, thoughtful, aware living is so frowny and dull. I don’t want to think
about the things plaguing the world. There is not a reason to care about whether
Sara Palin is off in the woods Twittering with the bears. The President can call
any action he wants stupid and then send David Axlerod out to fix it the situation
on Face The Nation. My serious thought days are behind me. What I really want
to consider today is what would make a perfect Summer experience. I’ve
already enjoyed the below average temperatures in Michigan and the so-so
humidity. The movies have been okay. I even paid to see one. The new Sims
(which is a lot like the one released five years ago. Note to EA Games: Please

release an actual upgrade.) is taking lots of time as I have to download skins and objects for it.
Still…the perfect Summer might have lots of other great, memorable times and events. Here are
some that I can only wish for.

50 Foot Katherine Heigl. Science has given us so many advances. We can slow the onset of

nasty diseases an d build space stations that don’t do much of anything. Why
then should Katherine Heigl make crappy romantic comedies with Gerard Butler? No! I want a
movie wherein ginormous Izzy is assailed by Butler and 300 men of Sparta. Actually forget the
movie, just find some nobel winning mind of science to make her 50 feet tall. All blond hair and
Heigl-y goodness. Alrighty then.

Outlaw waxed beans. The world doesn’t need them. Once they’re off the market, I fear, they’ll

become the ne w cannabis. There will wax-bashes in secret locations all
over the states. Americans will travel to Amsterdam to consume them in public. We’ll find an
alternate version of Pulp Fiction in which John Travolta tells Samuel L. Jackson about how
cool wax beans are in Europe.

We’ll get a “just kidding” from Axl Rose and he’ll put out a Chinese Democracy that doesn’t
suck.

Cleveland will be found to be the center of enlightenment in all the universe.

Not sure about Detroit. Probably have to smoke more waxed beans to figure Detroit out.

No old television geezer will climb into a claw foot tub on a dock, beach, river side, lawn or
bathroom for the purposes of artificially enabled lovemaking. Whats more, I quit making dorky
jokes about Cialis.

Bacon will be classified as a health food.

Yao Ming will wed giant Katherine Heigl (alright, its on the brain. What can I say?).

Brett Favre will really retire, the Lions will be assured of winning maybe one NFC North game.
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Nah. Pure fantasy.

Ernie Harwell will live forever and go back to doing radio games.

Oh, well. It’s been a pretty strange summer so far. Anything could happen.
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